Proposed Exclusive Event

World Class Cars

Paired to

Luscious Wines

By the world’s Greatest Sommeliers

Like cars, wine is about finesse and elegance, they are both about sensations, they are both about
celebration. We propose an exclusive event where luscious wines are paired to the world’s greatest
automobiles by the most renowned and respected sommeliers. Guests will enjoy a sit down wine
tasting to a moving exhibition of fine automobiles.

This event is about the experience of sensations, the symbiosis between the eye and the palate,
between the cars and the wine. The sommeliers challenge is to find the ideal wine to be
appreciated with each extraordinary car presented. The celebrity sommeliers explain to the invited
guests the intricate fundamentals of pairing a particular wine to a classic car presented on the
runway. “Cars and wines have a lot in common, both are equally exclusive, desirable and beautiful.”
Andoin de Dampierre - Champagne producer and car collector.

Producer: Sylvie Lachance Tel: +1-514-793-9299 sylvie.chance@videotron.ca

The World’s Greatest Sommeliers
Pair the world’s most exclusive Automobiles
To world class Wines
Talbot Lago 1939
Figoni et Falaschi

Chef Sommelier

Philippe Marchal
Daniel, New York City

Gevrey-Chambertin, Clos
Saint Jacques, Domaine
Armand Rousseau 1990

Bizzarrini 1968
5300 GT Strada

“This car needs a red Burgundy, not a cabernet.”
“The structure of a cabernet is too powerful.”
“Silky, velvet, fullness of the nose, cherry.”
Sommelier

Philippe Boisvert
Le Club Chasse et Pêche, Montréal

Opus One 1985

Mercedes-Benz
540K - 1937

Pol Roger Sir Winston
Churchill 1985

“Powerful and yet a certain elegance.”
“Great balance in aroma and length as in the lines
of the car.” “Vibrant color.”

Sommelier

Hristo Zisovski
Jean-George, New York City

“Mature, toasty, nutty, spicy, sweet floral”
“The wine and the car are not feminine.”
“It is masculine. It all around pleases you.”
“Itʼs prestigious.”

